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Overview
The Extron® RM 700M allows the TLP 700MV TouchLink™ panel to 
be mounted in a standard rack.  The RM 700M uses 5 U of vertical  
space in a standard 19 inch equipment rack.

This guide provides basic instructions for an experienced installer 
to mount and connect the TLP 700MV.

Using the RM 700M mounting kit 
To mount the TLP 700MV in any standard 19" equipment rack, follow these instructions:

1. Disconnect all cables from the TLP 700MV.

2. Run cables for video, network and power to the rack.

3. Secure the RM 700M to the rack, using 
the screws provided by the rack's 
manufacturer.

4. Remove the faceplate from the 
TLP 700MV and ensure 
that all the locking 
arms are laying 
flush with the unit.

5. Push the 
TLP 700MV 
through the hole 
in the mounting 
kit and tighten the 
six screws for the 
locking arm.  As 
the screws tighten, 
the locking arms 
rotate and clamp 
against the back 
of the mounting 
kit, holding the 
TLP 700MV in place.

6. Connect the cables to the rear panel connectors.

 Connect the LAN port to the network with a 
straight-through cable.

 Connect an S-video or composite video source to 
the unit, using these two BNC connectors:

For S-video, connect the Y (luminance) signal •	
to the VID/Y input and the C (chrominance) 
signal to the C input.

For composite video, connect the input to the •	
VID/Y input.

 Connect the power input to a 12 VDC, 1.0 A 
power supply, using the 2-pole captive screw 
connector.

7. If you do not plan to calibrate the TLP 700MV immediately (see the TLP 700MV user's manual), replace the 
faceplate by pressing the catches on the faceplate into the corresponding holes on the sides of the panel.
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UL Guidelines for Rack Mounting
The following Underwriters Laboratories (UL) guidelines are relevant to the safe installation of these products 
in a rack:

1. Elevated operating ambient temperature — If the unit is installed in a closed or multi-unit rack 
assembly, the operating ambient temperature of the rack environment may be greater than room ambient 
temperature.  Therefore, install the equipment in an environment compatible with the maximum ambient 
temperature (Tma: +113 °F, +45 °C) specified by Extron.

2. Reduced air flow — Install the equipment in the rack so that the equipment gets adequate air flow for safe 
operation.

3. Mechanical loading — Mount the equipment in the rack so that uneven mechanical loading does not 
create a hazardous condition.

4. Circuit overloading — Connect the equipment to the supply circuit and consider the effect that circuit 
overloading might have on overcurrent protection and supply wiring.  Give appropriate consideration to 
the equipment nameplate ratings when addressing this concern.

5. Reliable earthing (grounding) — Maintain reliable grounding of rack-mounted equipment.  Pay 
particular attention to supply connections other than direct connections to the branch circuit (such as the 
use of power strips).


